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Red Sonja Volume 1
No man knows the place of her birth, nor where she learned to wield a sword to shame many a
male. They know only that she is called The She-Devil of The Hyrkanian Steppes. That, and
RED SONJA. MARK RUSSELL (The Flintstones) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan) bring a savage
tale of metal and blood. A world conqueror possesses a massive army and a fatal prophecy. A
bastard sorceress craves revenge. And a fearsome red-haired warrior is made wartime ruler of
a homeland set for decimation.

The Flintstones Bedtime Storybook
The Hanna-Barbera stars of the hit FUTURE QUEST series--Jonny Quest, Birdman, the
Herculoids and many more--reunite in this all-new series! After the thrilling events of FUTURE
QUEST, a new age of adventure begins! Birdman has faced countless threats in his career as
one the Earth's greatest heroes: giant monsters, alien invasions, secret societies and powermad super-villains, but nothing he's faced can prepare him for his most daunting challenge:
fatherhood! Birdman's battle against his old rival Mentok takes a dire turn when Birdman must
use every ounce of his power to save the life of a son he never knew he had! From Jeff Parker
(Batman '66) and Steve Rude, this new action-adventure epic will appeal to new fans and
those who have loved these characters for decades! Collects issues #7-12.

Billionaire Island
Retells the stories of "The Reluctant Dragon," "The Princess and the Pea," "Hansel and
Gretel," and "Jack and the Beanstalk"

Exit Stage Left: The Snagglepuss Chronicles
From Ron Marz, Darryl Banks and Romeo Tanghal comes GREEN LANTERN: KYLE
RAYNER VOL. 1, collecting the classic Green Lantern adventures long out of print! Hal Jordan
had been Earth’s Green Lantern—a proud hero in an even prouder tradition. But even heroes
have their limits, and when his hometown of Coast City was destroyed by Mongul, Hal Jordan
reached his. When the Green Lantern Corps’ creators refused Hal the power to change the
past, something inside him snapped. He crossed the line he had sworn he never would, and
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stripped the Guardians of the Universe and their legendary Green Lantern Corps of every
shred of power they had, killing many of them in the process. He became a man consumed
with his own rage, and an era of heroism ended. The ring and legend of the Corps, however,
would not be extinguished. The lone surviving Guardian has come to Earth and bequeathed
the final power ring to a young man named Kyle Rayner. With it, a new chapter in the legacy of
Green Lantern has begun. But this time, there’s no one to train the new bearer of the ring, and
he must learn to wield it in a trial by fire against some of the DC Universe’s most powerful
threats! For the first time ever, this volume collects GREEN LANTERN #48-57, NEW TITANS
#116-117 and R.E.B.E.L.S. #1.

Red Sonja (Vol 5) #1
No man knows the place of her birth, nor where she learned to wield a sword to shame many a
male. They know only that she is called The She-Devil of The Hyrkanian Steppes. That, and
RED SONJA. MARK RUSSELL (The Flintstones) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan) bring a savage
tale of metal and blood. A world conqueror possesses a massive army and a fatal prophecy. A
bastard sorceress craves revenge. And a fearsome red-haired warrior is made wartime ruler of
a homeland set for decimation.

Future Quest Vol. 1
Celebrate three generations of Uncle Walt’s flagship comic book—with legendary tales of
Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, and everyone from Oswald the Lucky Rabbit to Ludwig Von
Drake! Legendary writers/artists Carl Barks, Daan Jippes, William Van Horn, Andrea “Casty”
Castellan, and more come together for this massive celebratory collection, anthologizing IDW’s
75th Anniversary Special, plus select stories from issues #721–734! Paul Murry’s Wild West
Mickey serial “Ridin’ the Rails” is here in full, and the entire WDCS stock company—Goofy, the
Big Bad Wolf, Magica De Spell, Chip ‘n’ Dale, and many more!—jump in for adventure and
mayhem!

The Flintstones and The Jetsons Vol. 1
The Flintstones
Presents a complete guide to the television program, including profiles of each character, a
tour of the town of Bedrock, behind the scenes details, and trivia.

The Flintstones 2
You’ve never seen the Mystery Inc. gang like this before, as Fred, Velma, Daphne, Shaggy
and Scooby-Doo seek answers to the mystery plague that turned the world into a monsterstrewn wasteland! But now something strange has happened to the marauding
monsters—they’re suddenly all single-mindedly heading in one direction, almost like they’re
under a spell! If someone has figured out a way to control the monsters, then finding out how
could be the first step to figuring out how to save the world. So Velma, Scooby and the gang
are heading off in the direction of thousands of monstersmuch to Shaggy’s chagrin. But Scoob
isn’t the only one tracking the parade of monsters. Scrappy-Doo and his vicious pack of SmartDogs are hot on the trail, too, and he’s determined to follow it straight to Velma. Can the
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world’s smartest woman survive an encounter with the world’s most dangerous dog? Or will
the apocalypse finally claim the Mystery Inc. gang? Writers Keith Giffen and J.M. DeMatteis
(JUSTICE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL, BLUE BEETLE) and artist Dale Eaglesham (SECRET
SIX) reimagine everyone’s favorite meddling kids in a world gone monster! Collects issues
#13-18.

Afterlife With Archie #1
While BedrockÕs new mayor, Clod the Destroyer, goes to war against the Lizard People, Betty
and Wilma decide to take a vacation in the country to visit something called a Òfarm.Ó With
the women gone, Fred and Barney are left to face the greatest threat of allÉtheir teenagers!

The Flintstones (2016-) #11
The Great Gazoo is working on his report card for the human race, and so far humanity has
earned a big fat ÒF.Ó When the Church of Gerard starts selling Indulgences, Bedrock
descends into violence and debauchery. Meanwhile, a miner gets trapped at SlateÕs Quarry.
Might there be an honest citizen in this burgeoning civilization willing to come to his rescue?

Kill Or Be Killed Vol. 1
NEW ONGOING SERIES! “Escape From Riverdale”—This is how the end of the world begins…
Harvey Award-winning writer Roberto Aguirre-Sacasa (Carrie, Archie meets Glee) and Eisnerwinning artist Francesco Francavilla (Batman, Black Beetle) take Archie and the gang where
they’ve never been before—to the grave and back! A horrific accident sets off a series of grim
events and Sabrina the Teenage Witch must try to repair the unspeakable evil her spell has
unleashed. Gasp in horror as Riverdale faces an impending zombie Arch-pocalypse in this
brand-new, spine-tingling ongoing series—but be warned, kiddies, this one’s not for the faint of
heart! For TEEN+ readers.

DC Meets Hanna-Barbera
Yaba-daba-doo, Elroy! Two of the most iconic cartoon franchises of all-time are here in this
graphic novel featuring The Flintstones and the Jetsons! In this two-in-one collection, see
stories inspired by the classic TV shows with history's two finest families. Meet Fred, Wilma,
Pebbles and Dino all over again! Visit the high flying Jetsons one more time! This graphic
novel is perfect for kids and adults alike in THE FLINTSTONES AND THE JETSONS VOL. 1!
Collects issues #1-5.

The Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 2
No man knows the place of her birth, nor where she learned to wield a sword to shame many a
male. They know only that she is called The She-Devil of The Hyrkanian Steppes. That, and
RED SONJA. MARK RUSSELL (The Flintstones) and MIRKO COLAK (Conan) bring a savage
tale of metal and blood. A world conqueror possesses a massive army and a fatal prophecy. A
bastard sorceress craves revenge. And a fearsome red-haired warrior is made wartime ruler of
a homeland set for decimation.

Booster Gold/The Flintstones Special (2017-) #1
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Fred and Barney reunite for Mark Russell's modern take on Hanna-Barbera's most famous
stone-age family! This new series starring the first family of Bedrock (and civilization, really)
tells the story of who we are and why we do what we do as if it all began with Fred, Wilma,
Barney, Betty, and the rest of the citizens of Bedrock. Shining a light on humanity's ancient
customs and institutions in a funny origin story of human civilization, Mark Russell (PREZ)
blends modern interpretations with Hanna-Barbera's classic character's, bringing a breath of
fresh stone-age air. Hanna-Barbera has created some of the most recognizable animated
characters of all time. As part of DC Comics' re-imagination of cartoons like Scooby-Doo, The
Flintsones, Johnny Quest, Space Ghost, and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused
with modern and contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic
animation. Collects THE FLINTSTONES #1-6.

Comic Book History of Comics
A savage satire reuniting the critically acclaimed team behind DC's The Flintstones--writer
Mark Russell (SECOND COMING) and artist Steve Pugh (Harley Quinn: Breaking Glass)--in a
new graphic novel. Welcome to Billionaire Island, where anything goesif you

Scooby-Doo Team-Up: Doomed!
The reimagined Hanna-Barbera line leaps into the future with an unexpected vision of a hightech world on the brink of disaster! Meet George Jetson, a family man in a post-digital world.
His wife Jane is a brilliant scientist working off-world at a conference, his daughter Judy is a
social butterfly trying to discover her true calling and his son Elroy is busy using technology to
break the rules. Helping keep order in the house is Rosie the Robot É who houses the
memories and personality of George's own mother! With Jane off in space and George busy
keeping an eye on Spacely SprocketsÕ infrastructure, Elroy gets into some trouble on his own,
disturbing undersea ruins and accidentally triggering explosive consequences. But there may
not be time enough for it to matter, as Jane has learned that somethingÕs heading for Earth at
incredible speed, and the collision may mean the end of life as we know it, unless the hapless
George Jetson can survive first contactÉ Writer Jimmy Palmiotti (Harley Quinn) and
phenomenal artist Pier Brito (Daredevil) bring the world of the future home in The Jetsons!
Collects The Jetsons #1-6. ÒIt's a fascinating and chilling new take on a classic franchise, and
it forces us to ask plenty of questions about our own future.Ó ÑSYFY Wire ÒThe Jetsons is a
perfect dystopia.Ó ÑThe Verge

The Riddler: Year of the Villain (2019-) #1
Exit Stage Left: The Snagglepuss Chronicles is anything but a strict reboot of the pink
mountain lion with particularly refined sensibilities.Ó ÑHollywood Reporter Ò ItÕs sort of crazy
and awesome that this even exists at allÉThe writing by Mark Russell is witty and compelling.Ó
ÑNerdist ÒNew concepts that capture the playful spirit of those old cartoons with a more
modern sensibility.Ó ÑA.V. Club A bold new take on the beloved cartoon comedian from the
writer of The Flintstones! Drama! Comedy! Tragedy! For the renowned Southern playwright
called Snagglepuss, these are the ingredients that have made him a star of the New York
stage and the glittering world that surrounds it. But the year is 1953, and behind the bright
lights, darkness is brewing. As Snagglepuss prepares for his next hit play, thereÕs already a
target on his back. The Red Scare is in full effect, and the House Un-American Activities
Committee is hunting down every last subversive in show business. So far, Snagglepuss has
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stayed out of their spotlight. But Snagglepuss is gayÉand his enemies are out to destroy him
for it. One by one, his best friends are being blackballed, from legends like Lillian Hellman and
Dorothy Parker to his fellow Southern gentleman Huckleberry Hound. Can SnagglepussÕ
reputation survive the rampage of the right wing long enough for him to stage his next
masterpiece? One thingÕs for sure: the show must go on! Hot off his surprise-hit reimagining
of The Flintstones, writer Mark Russell joins artist Mike Feehan to unleash the fire and fury of
his sharp-witted political satire in Exit Stage Left: The Snagglepuss ChroniclesÑa powerful look
at what it means to be an American, no matter who or what you are. Collects Exit Stage Left:
The Snagglepuss Chronicles #1-6, plus a Snagglepuss story from Suicide Squad/Banana
Splits Special #1.

Green Lantern: Kyle Rayner Vol. 1
The darkly twisted story of a young man forced to kill bad people, and how he struggles to
keep his secret as it slowly begins to ruin his life and the lives of his friends and loved ones.
Both a thriller and a deconstruction of vigilantism, KILL OR BE KILLED is unlike anything this
award-winning team has done before. Collects KILL OR BE KILLED #1-4.

The Humans Vol. 2
THE HUMANS ARE BACK! The second HUMANS collection follows the gang as they rampage
thru drug runs with road pirates, strip club freak outs and beatdowns, passionate sex in cheap
motel rooms, and multiple bloody barroom massacres! All of which snowballs towards a brutal
ending of bloody vengeance and death! It's the feel good hit of the year! Collects THE
HUMANS #5-10.

The Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 1
DCÕs iconic superheroes meet some of Hanna-BarberaÕs best-loved characters in the most
unexpected stories of the year, collected here in DC MEETS HANNA-BARBERA. When
Booster Gold tries to rescue future Earth from an alien invasion, he travels back in time and
finds help from none other than Fred Flintstone and Barney Rubble! In an unexplored sector of
space, Green Lantern and Space Ghost join forces to help an alien race facing disaster! Adam
Strange lands on an unfamiliar Earth, and only Jonny Quest, Hadji, Dr. Quest and Race
Bannon can help him get home! And when Amanda Waller needs to rescue the Suicide Squad,
she reaches out to the newest inmates in Belle Reve: animal rock band the Banana Splits! All
this plus unexpected takes on Hanna-Barbera characters the Jetsons, Top Cat, Ruff ÕnÕ
Reddy and Snagglepuss in a collection featuring some of comicsÕ top creators, among them
Howard Chaykin, Mark Russell, Jeff Parker, James Tynion IV, Steve Lieber, Tony Bedard,
Marc Andreyko, Ariel Olivetti, Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti, Dan DiDio and Howard
Porter! Collects BOOSTER GOLD/THE FLINTSTONES SPECIAL #1, GREEN
LANTERN/SPACE GHOST SPECIAL #1, ADAM STRANGE/FUTURE QUEST SPECIAL #1
and SUICIDE SQUAD/BANANA SPLITS SPECIAL #1.

The Flintstones and the Jetsons
Supergirl may be as invulnerable as her cousin, but even bullet-proof skin can’t help her when
she’s haunted by the ghosts of Krypton! Plus, an urgent call for help brings the Mystery
Machine racing to the Louisiana bayou to tangle with a zombie problem with some help from
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Swamp Thing! And the gang really gets things rolling when they team up with Metamorpho!
Collects SCOOBY-DOO TEAM-UP #37-42.

Wacky Raceland
A humorous and concise take on the Old and New Testaments strips the Bible of its arcane
language and condenses each book into its core elements.

On Animation
Fred, Wilma, Barney and Betty are at it again, and this time they brought some friends:
George, Jane, Elroy and Judy Jetson! These two families animated prime-time television more
than fifty years ago, but their loveable, bumbling antics are as timeless as the ages they live in.
This collection includes some of the greatest comic hits from rock stars of animation, including:
Fired! Big Baby Spacely Dodo A-Go-Go The First Purple Dinosaur on TV! Collects THE
FLINTSTONES AND THE JETSONS #1-6.

Prez Vol. 1: Corndog in Chief
Welcome to the twenty-fifth century, where the Earth is a polluted postindustrial nightmare,
most animals are extinct and reptilian aliens are invading cities across the planet! In their time
of need, the worldÕs citizens turn to the time-traveling Booster Gold to save the day. To learn
why these aliens are seeking revenge, Booster dives deep into the prehistoric past to see what
happened the last time they hit the planet. In this bygone era, Fred Flintstone and Barney
Rubble must help Booster learn the truth and return to his own time armed with the information
that will bring down the invaders-if Booster can convince them to help him. No problem-we all
know how persuasive Booster can be, right? Right?! And in the backup feature starring The
Jetsons, in a new twist on an old twist about our future, The Jetsons live in a world of robotics
and gadgetry. But how does dying change when grandmaÕs brain can be digitally imprinted
onto a housecleaning robot?

Future Quest Presents
ThereÕs no business like show business. And these two misfits have no business being
anywhere near it. Back in the day, they were the toast of Tinseltown. Ruff, a whip-smart cat,
and Reddy, his dimwitted but lovable dog sidekick, had the biggest animated series on TV.
Then the show ended, and so did their ride on the gravy train of fame and fortune. Now Reddy
washes up in a local grocery store for a living, while Ruff is justÉwashed up. But one hardcharging agent with stars (and dollar signs) in her eyes is out to change all that. With her help,
Ruff and Reddy are about to mount a full-scale assault on the entertainment industry,
determined to get back to the top by any means necessary. Game shows, crime dramas,
sitcom pilots, reality TV, even (ugh) the convention circuit: this cat-and-dog act will get their
paws on it all. But when the pressures and temptations of fame lead to breakdowns and
betrayals, can this odd couple stay together? Or will their biggest fan become their worst
enemy? Lights, camera, action: itÕs The Ruff and Reddy Show, a scathingly hilarious showbiz
satire starring the classic Hanna-Barbera comedy team from comics legend Howard Chaykin
and artist Mac Rey. Collects the six-issue miniseries.

God Is Disappointed in You
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Be a fly on the wall as industry leaders Bill Kroyer and Tom Sito take us through insightful faceto-face interviews, revealing, in these two volumes, the journeys of 23 world-class directors as
they candidly share their experiences and personal views on the process of making feature
animated films. The interviews were produced and edited by Ron Diamond. Your job is not to
be the one with the answers. You should be the one that gets the answers. That’s your job.
You need to make friends and get to know your crew. These folks are your talent, your bag of
tricks. And that’s where you’re going to find answers to the big problems - Andrew Stanton It’s
hard. Yet the pain you go through to get what you need for your film enriches you, and it
enriches the film. – Brenda Chapman Frank and Ollie always used to say that great character
animation contains movement that is generated by the character’s thought process. It can’t be
plain movement. – John Lasseter The beauty of clay is that it doesn’t have to be too polished,
or too smooth and sophisticated. You don’t want it to be mechanical and lifeless. – Nick Park
The good thing about animation is that tape is very cheap. Let the actor try things. This is
where animation gets to play with spontaneity. You want to capture that line as it has never
been said before. And, most likely, if you asked the actor to do it again, he or she just can’t
repeat that exact performance. But you got it. – Ron Clements

The Scooby Apocalypse Vol. 3
Unmask the next thrilling chapter in this tale of Scooby-Dooby-Doomsday in SCOOBY
APOCALYPSE VOL. 2, from the mind of comics superstar JIM LEE, written by Keith Giffen
and J.M. DeMatteis, with art by Dale Eaglesham and others! Fred, Daphne, Velma, Shaggy
and Scooby-Doo have gotten mixed up in a lot of spooky shenanigans over the years. But itÕs
been nothing a trip in the Mystery Machine, a handful of Scooby Snacks and a little meddling
couldnÕt fix. Until now. Suddenly the horror is real, the world has been transformed into a
zombie-filled wasteland and the gang is on the run. But what if the cause of the apocalypse is
one of their own? The gangÕs resident brainiac Velma has been hiding a dark secret, one that
could change the fate of the worldÑand separate her from her friends forever. Can Scooby and
the gang put aside their differences and save humanity from destruction? Or will they uncover
an even more terrifying truth? As Velma herself would say, jinkies! Collects issues #7-12.

Second Coming
When worlds collide, it's up to Hanna-Barbera's best-known adventure-seeking heroes to save
the galaxy! Jonny Quest, Space Ghost, the Herculoids and more are reimagined here in this
new action-adventure thriller! When the adventurous and inquisitive Jonny Quest and his
adoptive brother, Hadji, make a startling discovery in the swamplands of Florida, they are
pulled into an epic struggle between the Space Rangers and a dangerous villain who threatens
the galaxy. Now it's up to the combined forces of Jonny Quest, Space Ghost, the Herculoids,
Birdman, Frankenstein Jr., the Impossibles, the Galaxy Trio and Mightor to stop the villain and
save their universe! Hanna-Barbera has created some of the most recognizable animated
characters. As part of DC Comic's reimagination of cartoons like Scooby-Doo, The Flintstones,
Jonny Quest, Space Ghost and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused with modern
and contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic animation. Collects
FUTURE QUEST #1-6.

The Ruff and Reddy Show
Tensions begin to rise when the Scooby gang takes refuge in a seemingly safe town. As the
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gang tries to hold together, a looming new threat completely unlike the monsters they've faced
before reveals itself. The gang now faces being torn apart by two enemies- the monstersand
themselves. Meanwhile, Secret Squirrel must face the consequences of his disastrous actions.
The gang is left with two options- save whoever they can or watch as the human race fades
into extinction! Writers Keith Giffen and J.M. DeMatteis (JUSTICE LEAGUE INTERNATIONAL,
BLUE BEETLE) and artist Dale Eaglesham (SECRET SIX) reimagine everyone's favorite
meddling kids in a world gone monster! Collects issues #19-25.

The Flintstones (2016-) #6
Exiled from their home planet, alien heroes Zan and Jayna must navigate life as teens on
Earth at South Metropolis High School, where they're even bigger outsiders than the normal
awkward young adult. Under the watchful eye of Superman, the brother and sister pull monitor
duty at the Hall of Justice as interns, while also trying to overcome the pitfalls of Zan's brash
confidence and Jayna's shy but streetwise personality. If you think you know the Wonder
Twins, think again--this book takes the form of the unexpected! Aimed at providing readers
with honest and innovative reading experiences, Brian Michael Bendis' Wonder Comics is a
celebration of the moments of in life when discoveries are made--when purpose and meaning
are revealed and destinies are defined. Featuring the young heroes of the DC Universe as
penned by all-star creative teams in exciting new adventures that will celebrate the wonders of
life, love and comics. Collects Wonder Twins #1-6.

Red Sonja Vol 1: Scorched Earth
When the world is tossed into chaos, it's up to a group of meddling kids—Fred, Daphne, Velma,
Shaggy and their dog, Scooby-Doo—to solve the mystery and survive hordes of zombies! But
can they save the day and cure everyone, or will they become brain-eating monsters? The
creatures of the night are among us, and the crew of the Mystery Machine has to fight to
survive—because in the apocalyptic badlands of the near future, the horrors are real! HannaBarbera has created some of the most recognizable animated characters of all time. As part of
DC Comics' reimagining of cartoons like Scooby-Doo, The Flintstones, Jonny Quest, Space
Ghost and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused with modern and contemporary
concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic animation. Collects SCOOBY
APOCALYPSE #1-6.

Wonder Twins
For the first time ever, the inspiring, infuriating, and utterly insane story of comics, graphic
novels, and manga is presented in comic book form! The award-winning Action Philosophers
team of Fred Van Lente and Ryan Dunlavey turn their irreverent-but-accurate eye to the stories
of Jack Kirby, R. Crumb, Harvey Kurtzman, Alan Moore, Stan Lee, Will Eisner, Fredric
Wertham, Roy Lichtenstein, Art Spiegelman, Herge, Osamu Tezuka - and more! Collects
Comic Book Comics #1-6.

The Flintstones Vol. 1
A field trip to the planetarium unexpectedly results in an alien invasion. As interplanetary spring
breakers overwhelm Bedrock, Fred, Barney, and the Loyal Order of the Water Buffalos are
called into action.
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The Jetsons
America's first teenaged president is on the job in this contemporary twist on a DC classic!
Oregon teen Beth Ross has just been elected President of the United States of America. Age
restrictions were abolished when corporations gained the right to run for office and voting
booths have been replaced by Twitter, making just about anyone eligible for the nation's top
job, including the viral-video-famous Corndog Girl! Now the eyes of the nation are on Beth. But
in a world so out of control that the poor are willing to shoot themselves on TV for a chance at
a better life, will even the new president have the power needed to overthrow the nation's true
leaders-Boss Smiley and his corporate shadow government? Writer Mark Russell (God Is
Disappointed in You) teams with artists Ben Caldwell (JUSTICE LEAGUE BEYOND) and Mark
Morales (X-Force, Secret Invasion) to revive and reinvent a classic! Collects PREZ #1-6 and
SNEAK PEEK: PREZ #1.

The Scooby Apocalypse
The book everyone's talking about, by award-winning writer Mark Russell (Snagglepuss, The
Flintstones) and artist Richard Pace (Pitt, New Warriors)! God commands Earth's mightiest
super-hero, Sunstar, to accept Jesus as his roommate and teach him how to use power more
forcefully. Jesus, shocked at the way humans have twisted his message over two millennia,
vows to straighten them out.

The Flintstones (2016-) #3
The world has ended, but the race has just begun for Hanna-Barbera's reimagined Wacky
Racers! A time of hope and innocence with Utopia at the finish line has given way to planetary
Armageddon and a desert wasteland full of radioactive lakes, nanotech dust storms, and
cannibalistic mutants. Against this backdrop, Penelope Pitstop, Peter Perfect and the rest of
the Wacky Racers vie for the finish line in a contest where the winner takes all and second
place is death. Written by Ken Pontac with vehicle concept designs from MAD MAX: FURY
ROAD lead storyboard artist, Mark Sexton, this reinterpretation of Wacky Racers has to be
seen to be believed. WACKY RACELAND VOL. 1 is sure to shatter any preconceptions of this
classic cartoon! Hanna-Barbera has created some of the most reconizable animation
characters. As part of DC Comic's reimagination of cartoons like Scooby-Doo, The Flintsones,
Johnny Quest, Space Ghost and Wacky Racers, these new series will be infused with modern
and contemporary concepts while keeping the heart and soul of the classic animation. Collects
WACKY RACELAND #1-6.

The Flintstones (2016-) #8
There goes the neighborhood! After FredÕs birthday gift from Barney leads to outrage on their
street, he is called to appear before the menacing neighborhood association. Can Fred reason
with them? Or will the Flintstones be run out of Bedrock?

Walt Disney's Comics and Stories Vault, Vol. 1
The second volume of one of the best-reviewed series of 2017 continues here when author
Mark Russell returns to the celebrated reimagined Hanna-Barbera story of the classic stone
age family from Bedrock in THE FLINTSTONES VOL. 2: BEDROCK BEDLAM. With art from
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Scott Hanna, Rick Leonardi and Steve Pugh, the Flintstones are back for more clever satire
and surprisingly relevant tales about Fred, Wilma, Barney and Betty. The Flintstones, the semicivilized denizens of Bedrock face the peril of an asteroid hurtling toward Earth and a renewed
battle against the Lizard People! Plus, the family appliances are terrified of Fred’s new bowling
ball, and hipsters move into the neighborhood! Collects THE FLINTSTONES #7-12.

The Flintstones Vol. 2
Lex Luthor has presented dark gifts to super-villains across the DC Universe, setting off what
can only be called the Year of the Villain. Unfortunately, resources are limited, so not everyone
got something. The Riddler is one such person, and he is most displeased about it. Was this
merely an oversight or a deliberate slight? The Riddler is determined to find out which-and so
should you!
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